911 Model Management Sheet

911.1 General

The Model Management sheet provides information for the order and naming of the models developed for the project.

The Model Management sheet is produced as a contract document and placed within the Roadway Plans. The sheet may be a standard-format plan sheet (11”x17”) or a large-format plan sheet (36”x48” or 36”x72”) and may use any scale provided that the required information is clearly depicted.

The required information should be shown on a single plan sheet. Development of this sheet early in the design phase establishes an effective segmentation of the project.

See Exhibit 911-1 for an illustration of the Model Management sheet.

911.2 Creation of Model Management Sheet

Display and label the centerline or baseline of construction on the sheet with station numbers close to station ticks. Include a north arrow, typically in the upper right portion.

Display proposed limits of pavement, curbs, traffic separators, sidewalks, curb ramps, and driveways. Show proposed bridges and approach slabs by simple outline. The labeling of any of these features is not required. If the topographic file is displayed, it should be gray scale. The intent is to show an outline of the proposed roadway to give context to the limits of each model segment.

Indicate the segments (portions of the centerline) that the project is broken into for the purpose of model development. Provide labeling that includes:

(1) File name of model(s) associated with a segment.
(2) Name of roadway centerline of baseline construction.
(3) Station limits contained within the model.